MILLCREEK TOWNSHIP ZONING COMMISSION
REGULAR MEETING MINUTES
DATE & TIME: Thursday, April 15, 2010 @ 7:00 p.m.
LOCATION: Millcreek Township Hall, 10420 Watkins Road, Marysville Ohio 43040
LEGAL NOTICE: The Millcreek Township Zoning Commission will hold a regular business meeting on the
third Thursday of each month for 2010. All meetings begin at 7:00 pm and are held at the Millcreek
Township hall, located at 10420 Watkins Road, Marysville, OH 43040. The public is invited to attend.
CALL TO ORDER: Meeting called to order by Zoning Commission member Bob Whitmore at 7:08 p.m.
ROLL CALL: Zoning Administrator Joe Clase called the roll of members present.

Zoning Commission Present:

Kenny Coakley, Alternate
Jim Lawrenz
Bob Whitmore
Greg Wisniewski

Zoning Commission Absent:

Joni Orders, Chair
Freeman Troyer, Vice Chair

Others Present:

Joe Clase, Zoning Administrotor

MINUTES REVIEW & APPROVAL: The following prior meeting minutes were reviewed for approval:

!
•

03(18(2010: Regular Meeting Minutes. Greig Wisniewski motioned to approve the minutes. Jim
Lawrenz seconded the motion. All voted in favor of the motion and the motion carried.

•

03(18(2010: Special Workshop Meeting Minutes. Jim Lawrenz noted that the word "sense" was
incorrectly noted as "since" in lines 7 and 8 of the second paragraph on page 4. Kenny Coakley noted
that the word "if" should be added between the words "asked" and "it" in the second line of the
second paragraph on page 4. Greg Wisniewski motioned to approve the minutes with the noted
corrections. Kenny Coakley seconded the motion. All voted in favor of the motion and the motion
carried.

CITIZENS' COMMENTS: None
TRUSTEES' COMMENTS: None
ZONING ADMINISTRATOR REPORT / COMMENTS: Joe Clase presented an overview of the March 2010
Report. In addition to his report, he noted that a court date has been set for 14136 Smart Cole Road for
Monday, April 19'h at 10:00 a.m.
Joe Clase also asked the board to consider whether the it is the intent of the Zoning Resolution to require
a single-family residence to be on a property in the R-1 district where a service business is considered as a
conditional use. Jim Lawrenz noted that he had the impression that it was required for a service business
to be established in conjunction with a residence and not for the business to operate on its own. Greg
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appears to be working. Joe Clase noted that he would attempt to locate this resident and others
that may be either have done this or thinking about it to ask them to join the board's
conversation in the future.

•

M-1 Zoning District: Joe Clase stated that he planned to look at this prior to the meeting, but didn't
get a chance and would like to defer this to another meeting.

OLD BUSINESS: None
NEW BUSINESS: None
NEXT MONTHLY MEETING: Bob Whitmore announced that the next regular meeting will be Thursday,
May 20, 2010 directly following the special workshop meeting scheduled for 6:00 p.m.
ADJOURNMENT: Greg Wisniewski made a motion to adjourn the regular meeting. Jim Lawrenz seconded
the motion. All voted in favor of the motion and the motion carried. Bob Whitmore announced the
meeting to be adjourned at 8:13 p.m.
PREPARED BY:

~~nistrator
DATE APPROVED:

Sfao /10
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Millcreek Township Zoning Commission
Meeting Agenda
Thursday, April 15, 2010

7:00 pm

Call To Order
Roll call by Administrator
Minutes Review & Approval
•
•
•
•

08/1212009 10/15/2009 11/19/2009 03/18/2010 -

Joint Work Session with Trustees re: Updates to Planned Residential Districts
Regular Meeting
LUGP Presentation Open House & LUGP Public Hearing
Special Meeting for Zoning Updates re: PCD & Regular Meeting

Citizen Comments
Trustee Comments
Zoning Administrator Report I Comments
Zoning Issues
•
•

•
•
•

Zoning Resolution Updates - PUD I Definitions 1 Landscape Standards - Jill Tangeman
List of Zoning Resolution Updates & Corrections (New date for Hearing continued)
• Conditional Use Permits (Sections 42650 14260 1 Review all)
• Article XII - Parking
• Appendix B - Signs
• Article XI - Signs
• Wind Turbines
• Other items on list from 06/18/2009
M-1 Zoning District - Update needed
Old Business
New Business

Next Monthly Meeting
Adjourn
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By Erica Heller

Vvind is an abundant iene'v'vable resource in much of the

u.s.

or residential use. The photo on the left
shows a 100 kW WEC located at the offices of
the lntemational Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers Local 103 in DOichester, Massachusetts-this is as big as "smail" wind gets.
A WEC used at a residence (such as that
shown on page 4) is typically smaller-up to
10 kW and about 50 to 80 feet high (depend·
ing an a number of factors, as will be discussed). Even smallerWECs may be used for
targeted applications, such as the systems
sho'Nn on page 5. which are mounted on light
potes to offset pO'vver used by the lights in a

shopping center parking lot in Lakewood,
Colorado. Rooftop models, often used in
rows, are a newer type of small wind that is
growing in popularity for commercial applications and urban areas.

As. wind power development expands. tech-

communities are unprepared to review these

nologies are being developed and improved

permits and lack the standards to ensure safe

to increase efficiency and reduce impacts. A

installation in compatible locations. This can
result in lengthy, costly public review
processes that yield mixed results.

range of new turbines (wind energy conversion systems, or WECs) enable wind power to
be hamessed in a much wider variety of settings than ever before, inciuding in urban and

suburban settings.
Many local governments that have never
processed an application for a wind turbine

permit may find themselves needing to review
one in coming years. !n fact, most of these

~u
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"Smali wind" refers to turbines rated

100 kW
or less that can be used to power farms,
homes, or businesses. The vast majority of
nonrural applications for wind are small WECs.
sited as accessory uses to a primary business

This article foclises on incorporating small
WECs in urbanized settings. The science of
small wind is the same across urban and rural
settings, and the discussion here may also be
useful for planners in rural areas. However,
this article does not specifically address rural
settings. Within urbanized settings, there are
a variety of zoning districts in which WECs
may be appropriate. including industriaL cornmercial, and even residential neighborhoods,
as the images in this article depict. Successful
integration ofWECS in densely built environments requires careful examination of poten·
tial impacts and thoughtful standards that
balance mitigation against the cost effectiveness of installing a turbine~
POWER FROM SMAlL 'v"v'ECS

Planners often ask tf smail WECS produce
enough energy to justify both installation
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ASK THE AUTHOR

JOIN US ONLINE!

About the Author

Go online from August 18 to 29 to participate in our "Ask the Author"
forum, an interactive feature of Zoning Practice. Erica Heller will be available to answer questions about this article. Go to the APA website at

wvvw.planning.org and follow the links to the Ask the Author section. From
there, just submit your questions about the article using the e-mail link.
The author will reply, andZoning Practice will post the answers cumulatively on the website for the benefit ofof/subscribers. This feature will be
available for selected issues of Zoning Practice at announced times. After
each online discussion is closed, the answers wiJI be saved in an online
archive available through the APA Zoning Practice webpoges.

costs and potential land-use impacts. Because
WECs can be controversial, it is reasonable to
ask ifthey are effective. The answer depends
PClrtly on planners and local officials. A small
WEC can produce impressive amounts of
power, but only with access to good wind,
which is largely a function of proper siting and
adequate height-factors that zoning regulations impact mightily.
UNDERSTANDING LOCAL WIND RESOURCES
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and
National Renewable Energy Laboratory
(NREL) provide state-level wind resource
maps for nearly every state in the U.s., and
some state govemments provide more
detailed maps. Wind resource maps show
the average strength of the wind at 50
meters, with a ranking between 1 (weakest)
and 7 (strongest). Most utility wind developers today took for areas with steady Class 4
or 5 winds, but Class 2 or 3 winds, which are
found in much of the U.S., can power small
WEC,.
Large-scale wind maps are a free
resource that can help a community understand generally if wind energy potential is
likely to exist. To determine the actual wind
power generation potential of a given site, a
site-specific wind resource assessment by a
qualified professional is needed. Site-specific
assessments are typically the responsibility of
the property owner.
FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE ENERGY
PRODUCTION

How much energy a WEC will produce depends
primarily on three factors:
(1) The engineered design of the turbine,
which determines efficiency of power transfer.

Erica Heller is an associate with Clarion Associates based in

Denver. Colorado. She has six years of experience working on
community and neighborhood plans, development codes, and
airport land use plans. Prjorto joining Clarion, she was a longrange planner for Lakewood, Colorado. Heller recently presented
atthe APA National Conference in Las Vegas on the topic ofzoning standards for wind turbines.

Modem WECs are highly engineered and most
are very efficient.

(2) The size ofthe rotor. Capacity increases
with "swept area," meaning the total area of
the spinning rotor blades. Area, and thus
capacity, increases geometrically with blade
length.

<3) The speed and consistency of the wind.
Power output increases exponentiaUy with
wind speed, but gusty or turbulent winds
can damage turbines. Variations in topography and obstructions such as buildings and
trees slow the wind and add turbulence near
the ground. Therefore, adequate height is a
critical factor in WEe effectiveness. In order
to function well, the lowest part of the rotor
blades must be a minimum of 25 to 35 feet
higher than surrounding obstructions.
Height regulations that do not achieve such
separation eliminate the benefits of investing in a WEe.
The National Renewable Energy Laboratory provides estimates of yearly energy generation potential for small wind turbines.

Using these figures, it is possible to estimate
the power generation potential for various turbine sizes and wind classes and to gauge the
number of average U.S. homes that can be
powered. The table below illustrates the variation by wind speed and rotor size (assuming
good wind access). Depending on such factors, a residential turbine can often supply
about one-third to one-half of an average U.s.
home's energy demand and a substantially
greater percentage if the home is energy efficient. Larger "small" WECs can supply consumers with higher energy demand. such as
commercial or public facilities.
CARBON EMISSION REDUcnONS FROM
WIND-GENERATED ENERGY

Using 100 percent wind-generated energyversus typical utility energy can reduce annual carbon emissions by eight tons fora U.S. home
with typical energy demand. This is equivalent
to the carbon emissions produced annually by
1.4 typical U.S. passenger cars. Thus, for an
average two-car household, converting the

MEDIAN NUMBER OF HOMES POWERED BY SELECTED WECS SIZES
AND WIND CLASSIFICATIONS

Wind Strength
Rotor Diameter
3m
5m
7m
10 m
12 m

Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5 Class 6 Class 7
003
0·4
0·4
0·5
0·3
0·3
1.0
1.2
0.7
1.L-2:2.....__
1.3
2.0
2.6
1.4
2·3
3·0
3·7
6.1
4. 1
4. 8
2·9
7·5
5·4
8.8
10.8
4.1
6·9
7·7
5·9

Estimated NREL median yearly enetgy production figures, expressed as kWh per square meter of
swept area, are multiplied by swept area, then divided by U.s. national average annual home energy
usage to estimate the number of average homes powered
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used to encourage WECs, starldards should
ensurE that this money is 'iNellspent.
(4) o;versiFy energy supply. Small-scale WECs

can help diversify energy supply. Many small
WECs are less vulnerable to attack than a centralized pla.nt. If a storm, system overload, or
terrorism event shuts down energy grids,
small \r"v'ECs can provide dispersed backup
power.
One of the least expensive altematives
jar smaU increases in grid energy capacity is
to allow small-scale producers, since they,
ratherthan the utility, purchase and maintain
the infrastructure. Such investments may
delay or reduce the need for major capital
investments by the utility,
LAND-USE iMPACTS AND RESPONSIVE
STANDARDS

heme te leo percent wind pOIf'ler reduces carbon emissions as much as driving one car 40
percent less and not using the other car at all! !f
we take the need to reduce camon emissions
seriously-as many stu~ie5 aild recent global
events strongly suggest ~hat we should-then
incorporating WECs into :our communities may
be a more practical approach than radical
changes to our driving behavior. Communities
should seriously consider how and where to
aHo'w INECs to ensure that regulations are not
So strict as to eliminate theii potential for effectlve energy production.

locally appropriate standards, (ocal govemments reduce the likelihood that states will
override local control.
\

13)

Protect iocal resources. Many states offer

incentives such as rebates or buy-down pro·
grams for WECs. Where pUblic funds are

IN SUBURBAN AND URBAN SmlN
BREWSTER, MASSACHUSrns

(wvvw.town.brewster.ma.us)
CENTENNIAL, COLORADO

(www.centennialeolorado.com)

THE CASE FOR LOCAL ACTION

In addition to reducing CO2 emissions, there
;;I.re sever.;l! important reasons that loca~ governments should draft reasonable standards
forWECs=
(1)

CHICAGO

(vvww.cityofeh i cago.orgJ
•

permitting decisions are local decisions.
Permitting takes pUblic time and resources,
especially when uses must be approved
through discretionary approvals. Good zoning
standards that address potential impacts can
allow WECs to be permitted as by-right uses.
at least in some districts, reducing public cost
aiid NiMBY battles.
(2) Maintain local autonomy. In several windy

states, state legislatures have restricted the
ability of local governments to deny permits
for WECs. By proactively adopting reasonable,

DUWTH. MINNESOTA

(www.duluthmn.gov)

Respond to community desires. Ultimately,
•

Wind turbines can have impacts on surrounding property owners and land uses. permit
requests for wind turbines may be controversial-particularly in residential areas-due to
both real and perceived impacts. Impacts can
be grouped in four categories: noise imp<lCO'LS
(normal and storm conditions); safety impacts
(etectrical and structuralsafet'i, potential for
climbing, and avian impacts); aesthetic
impacts (appearance and visibilitY); and property vatue impacts. Each of these categories is
discussed below. along with zoningtools and
standards to ;;I.ddress them.
!n this discussion the assumed goal is to
adequately address impacts in a ."Yay that is
responsive to reaUstic concerns but not Oiierous to the turbine owner. lime and cost
requirements for permitting are among the
biggest hurdles for many potential turbine
owners and can quite easily determine
whether a WEe is cost effective. For this reason, local govemments should strive to keep
requirements to the minimum necessary to
address impacts.

FAIRFIELD. CALIFORNiA

NOiSE jMPACiS AND SiANDARDS

(www.ci.fairfield.ca.us)

Although noise is often a first concern of
neighbors, small WECs are tess noisy than
most people expect and rather easy to regulate. The noise from a modem small WEC that
would be used in a residential setting (up to
about 10 1<'..\0 can be compared to a nag flapping in the wind. To furtherillustiate, the
noise ievel measured 50 feet away from a WEe
on an So-foot tower is approximately 45 decibels-quieter than standing next to a kitchen
refrigerator. When operating in extremely

OTY, IOWA
(www.masoilcity.rlet)

... MASON

• SACO. MAINE
(W\N'W.sa coma[n e. 0rg)

• SAN FRANCISCO

(www.ci.sf.ca.us)
Note; Not all communities fu\ti ttonforrr, to tb;:
recommer.. dationS in this article.
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Due to variation in noise performance of different
turbine models, standards to address noise that
specify turbine size may produce varied results,
and local governments should adopt a standard for

outdoors. This caveat also helps if the
neighborhood is already impacted by
another noise source, such as a freeway. By
measuring noise at the property line, the turbine owner can limit it by using a quieter
model, increasing setbacks, adding a fence
or hedge along the property tine, or other
techniques.

noise measured at the property line.
SAFETY IMPACTS AND STANDARDS

windy conditions, noise levels may be slightly

produce varied results, so local govem-

higher, but so will ambient wind-related
noise, such as that made by wind in trees.
Noise levels are reduced by a factor of four for
each doubling of distance (as measured from
the turbine to the listener). Thus, off-property
noise intrusion from a reSidential WEe is typi-

ments should adopt a standard for noise

cally very limited.
Due to variation in noise performance
of different turbine models, standards to
address noise that specify turbine size may

measured at the property line. In general.

it is appropriate to use the same standard
for "nuisance noise" that the community

applies to all other activities in the zoning
district. Addingthe caveat "or 10 decibels
above ambient noise levels" gives some
leeway to turbine owners duringvery
windy conditions when ambient noise levels rise and neighbors are less likely to be

Safety is, of course, an important concem.
local governments should address three main
issues when writing zoning and permitting
standards for WECs: structural failure, electrical failure, and climbing potential. This section concludes with a brief discussion of
safety-related issues associated with windfarms. Although risks for small wind are minimal, opponents often raise safety concerns,
and planners should be aware of these con"
cems and be prepared to respond.
Structural Failure
One concern with wind turbines near property
boundaries is that the supporting pole or
tower could fall down. However, structural failure in a WEC is extremely unlikely. Aturbine is
a significant investment, as are the engi·
neered towers and poles on which they are
installed. WECs are not sold as do-it-yourself
appliances. Rooftop models must be installed
on structures that are engineered to accommodate the additional weight and stress. The
likelihood of structural failure in a properly
installed WEC is not more likely than for a flag
pole, and is much less likely than for trees.
Even so, a setback requirement of 1.1 to 1.5
times the total height of the WEC (i.e., tower or
pole height plus rotor radius) is a reasonable
requirement. Such setbacks address a range
of potential impacts including safety, noise.
and aesthetics. and can give neighbors peace
of mind.
In most cases the local building inspector can verify that installation conforms to
approved plans. It is not necessary to require
an engineer to certify installation, except in
cases where a reduced setback is to be
approved with recorded consent of the adja"
cent property owner.
Because WECs are instaUed by professionals. additional certifications add unnecessary expense for a small WEC owner. Soil
testing is generally unnecessary and is often
cost prohibitive; it should only be required
if soils are so weak as to merit testing for
ZONINGPRACnCE 7.08
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simiiar structures, such as flag poles or
cell towers.
Finaiiy, it is reasonable that, as for billboards and cell towers, local regulations
require an owner of an abandoned WEC to
remove it from the property. Over time, an
abandoned system might become a structural
hazard.

Electrical Failure
Electrical failure is highly uniikeiy in a modem
WEe. Uke individual furnace units, these systems are factory certified by engineers for
electrical integrity, and thus third-party
inspection for an individual turbine is unnecessary. Modem systems also come equipped
'vvith manual override brakes so that in the
event of an electrical outage the tur'Dlli~ may
be shut do~·v'n. To make sure that the property
owner instails a WE( that meets modem stan·
dards. local governments should require a
permit applicant to submit the manufacturer's
electrical drawings and require that the system is equipped with manual braking.
Climbi!'1g Potential

Vv'ECs on towers may raise the concern that
children wilt try to dimb supporting structures
and fan, causing injury or death. Many polemounted turbines lack climbable features
(they are designed to be lowered to the
ground for servicing) or have removable
climbing features below 12 feet Local govern-

ments should only require fences around
WECs if equivalent regulations apply to similai
uses; designs that lack climbing features
should be exempt.

jng glass deer. E.":cept perhaps in critical
endangeied bird spe:::.l~s habitats, where even
very smail population losses are unacceptable, WECs should not be restricted based on
avian impacts.
• Acoustical interference. The slow-spinning
blades on large WECs can cause thumping
vibre-acoustical effects or cast flickering shadOW5. Faster' rotating. smaller WECs do not
caUse the same effect.5~ Radio signal interference is also associated with some large turbines. Modem srnall-scale wind tUibinE
blades are not metal. so they are "invisible"
to radio frequency transmissions.
• Ice buildup. A concern about turbines in
northern climates is that they can accumulate and then throw off ice. This has been
observed occasionally in windfarms.
However, chunks of ice on the surface of the
lighrweight biades of small WECs alter aerodynamics so much as to slow or stop the
blades from turning until most ice has
melted. English and German scholars in a
1998 study used physics to calculate that
the risk of persona! or property damage from
flying ice from a smatt WEC is lower than the
risk of being hit by lightning.

Safety and Nuisance Issues of Large WECs
Neighbors may express the following concerns
that are associated with large, utilitY WECs.
Planners should be ready to respond.
~ Effects on birds. The effects ofWECs on
birds has received much attention due to doc"
umented bird kills at a windfarm in Altamont
Ridge, California, which is located in a major
raptor migration corridor. Asmall WEe kills
fewer birds than a single domestic cat or slid-

The appearance of Wind turbines is a serious issue in many communities. Opinions
vary widely about whether WECs are attractive, based largely on personal taste. Urban
e!1viro!1ments are not visually pristine, and
many of the concerns about aesthetics may
sound familiar to planners who have alieady
dealt with aesthetic opposition to satellite
dishes, cell towers, and even modem archi·

AESTHETiC iMPACiS AND STANDARDS

• American Wind,Ene'r,gyAssociation (AWEA).2006. Ad"ic,e from' an Expert: Home Sized~
V\!indTurbirie,s}'nd Flying ICe. Avanab[~ at www.awea.org/faq/
sagrmo!ms.J,ce-:Cl3Cl~.htr!1L

• M~rgan';CoUn.ErvinBoss,anYi.andH·enry ~iefe.rt. 199~t "'Assessment of Safety Risks
ArisIng From'Wind Turbihe'lcing." BOREAS,IV,:Hetta, Rnl!lnd. Available at: Www.renew
wisconsin.arg.
.. SagriUo,Mick.2.004·Advice fi'om'a'n Exp,ert: Residential Wind Turbines and ProperojValue.
Ame,rican Wihd ,Eflergy Association. AVciilabte at wvVw.a'vVea.oig!faq!sagril[6!rris301nin&prop,ertyvatu~~"tml.

• Ste!2ing~r, :George, 'Frederic ~eck.and Damian KostiUk.:2,003~ The Effect of,WindDeveloprnent
onLoq1! ProP~rt.'/Va!ue.s.. Rene~b[e Ene.ry;yPoliQj Prtije~ Avai.\~,bleat~~crestorg!
artictesl:o~tic/1/plnaries/ ..·.'incLontlne_Jina!.pdf.
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tecture. Visibility and appearance are two
major issues related to wind turbine
aesthetics:Visibility
WECs are usually quite visible because they
must be placed high enough to access good
wind. Sometimes, height can actually
decrease their visibility from the street. More
often, though, a community has to decide if
the aesthetic impact is serious enough to
enforce height standards that would compromise a system's functionality. Small WECs
must be mounted at least 25 to 35 feet
above surrounding objects-between 50 to
120 feet (the higherthe better) in order to
perform well. At lower heights, even if there
is a lot of wind, it wilt be so turbulent that
the turbine will wear out quickly, before
installation costs can be recouped. In
densely built environments, where there are
many objects at varying heights creating turbulence, height becomes even more important. Alocal jurisdiction with standards that

• Lighting. Do not require special lighting
except in airport districts. Structures less than
500 feet in height are not considered flight
hazards unless located in close proximity to an
airport.
• Restrictions. Consider restricting WECs in
specific unique areas. The aesthetic impact
of wind turbines may be unacceptable in historic and character districts or in special
view corridors.
PROPERTY VALUE IMPACTS

One concern that resonates with local officials is the potential impact of wind turbines
on surrounding residential property values.
Although there have been no statistical studies of the impact of small WECs on property
values, most available evidence suggests
that adjacent property values and sale prices
do not decrease. In fact, values may increase
because the WEC signals a positive community attitude toward renewable energy and
because adjacent owners recognize the
potential benefits of a turbine on their own

A community has to decide if the aesthetic
impact of a WEe is serious enough to enforce
height standards that would compromise a
system's functionality.

from nuisance or safety impacts without
restricting property owners who wish to insta!l
WECs. Performance standards such as permissible noise levels, setback requirements,
height limitations, and exceptions can ensure
that one man's turbine is not another man's
migraine.
Local standards and requirements
should consider the impacts of permit costs
or regulations that substantially reduce the
ability ofWECs to effectively serve their purpose. The aesthetic impact of turbines is a
real concem for many residents, but aesthet·
ics alone do not appear to have a measurable
effect on neighboring property values. The
impacts ofWECs should be compared to similar structures that are allowed to create visual
impacts in our urban settings, particularly
those associated with power generation and
transmission. Ultimately, each community will
need to decide ifthe benefits of clean, local
power generation are valuable enough to justify the visual impact of turbines in some zoning districts.
Cover photo: Small wind turbines like this
AIR 403 from Southwest Windpower can
be used to recharge r~creational vehicle
batteries or reduce residential energy.
Courtesy of DOE/NREl-Southwest
Windpower
VOL. 25. NO·7

allow WE(s but severely restrict heights can
inadvertently undermine the effectiveness of
the system, its potential sustainability benefits, and the substantial investment of the
turbine owner.
Appearance
The appearance of a turbine is an aesthetic
issue, and one that is readily and easily controlled without impacting effectiveness. Sound
responses to appearance issues include the
following:
• Color. Do not require special colors to blend
with trees. Studies show that the light gray factory color of most turbines is the best for
blending into a range of sky conditions.
• Signs. Clarify that WECs can not be used as,
or used to support, signage that is not other·
wise approved through the sign ordinance.
• Removal. Require removal of abandoned
WECs. If a system is not productive. the visual
impact should be eliminated.

property. The likely effect from small systems
can also be inferred from studies of large
WECs. The only longitudinal study of property values near windfarms shows that on
average, after an initial dip during the farm's
construction, the value of properties within
sight of a windfann actually increased faster
than similar properties.
On properties where windfarms had
detectable nuisance impacts (such as
noise), value does decrease. It is important
that local standards protect against any
nuisance impacts of small WECs, but communities should not assume that aesthetic
impacts alone lower adjacent property
values.
SUMMARY

While turbines can have a variety of potential
impacts in urban areas, most are easily remedied through reasonable standards. Local
standards should strive to protect neighbors
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More new buildings are energy efficient that at any time

Yet most do little to use the environment in orderta reach their reat performance potential.

About 40 percent of our end-use energy
demand and over two-thirds of electricity
demand is for buildings. A significant portion
afthat demand can be met using the sun if
1Ne learn to design and renovate buildings

to take advantage of access to solar energy.
Furthei, buHdlngs no.. . .; prod.uce: about 40 percent of u.s carbon emissions; another reason

to take ad\/antage of solar power.
'Ne know that more solar energy falls
on our roofs than [s required to meet the

U.s. demand ror electricity'. Howevei, QUi
land-use poiicies and reguiations discourage the use of this valuable resource. We
need to do everything we can to encourage
decision makers, the building industry,
and building owners to think of buildings
as energy producers. For our future wellbeing it is essential that we consider energy
production and use as an integral part of
bUilding design for new construction and
renovations alike. We need to encourage
builders, developers, designers, engineers.
and. 'J\Ati1.ers to use the .environment to heat,
ccol, ventilate, day!lght, and power our
buildings_ As planners we need to help educate and promote changes in how ....;e design
and renovate buiidings and to use land-uSE
controLs to enable that to happen.
It can no longer be an either-or choice
between environmentally sensitIve building
design or dense development to achieve
viable transit systems. It can and must be
both. We cannot favor one approach to reducing energy use over another in making
recommendations to decision makers. That is
because the dominate fuel sources for build~
ings and for transportation differ~ At present;
most energy fortransportatlon comes from

·"n" '-'''-''I
ru IY

all or biofueis. in contrast, coal is the primary
energy source for buildings-with some naturalgas, hydroelectric, nuclear, and wind supplementingthe grid. Of these energy sources,
only hydroelectric, nuclear, and wind energy
do not contribute carbon emissions. Concentrated solar thermal plants may begin providing electricity In the near future.
f1.ccordingto Energy tnformatlon Ad ministration 2005 survey data. an office build[ng uses about 40 percent of its energy for
heating, cooling, and ventilation; 30 percent
for Hghting; and 1,6 percent for office equipment and other "plug"loads. ,D., commercial
buiiding built to American Society' of Heating,
Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE) Standard 90.1 (a standard commonly referenced in buiidlng codes) may use
about 20 percent of its energy for heatIng
and cooling, upto 70 percent and sometimes
more for lighting, and the remaining for hot
water, pumps, and equipment. A typical
home may use one-half its energy demand
for space conditioning (heating, cooling, and
ventilation), 20 percent each for refrigeration
~nd hot water, and the remainder for appl1ances and electronics_
!t is crucial that we use all the opportunitles'v'.;e can muster to design bu1!dlngs to meet
theii eneig'y' needs. We must begin to think of
buiidings as being net eneigy' piOducers-that
is, buildings that can put energy into the electric grid Instead of just taking it out.
How do we achieve such buiidings?
We begin by minimizing the energy load of
the building itself. This is done by using efficiency measures to conserve energy and
passive solar design strategies and other
solar technologies to produce energy.
The objective of passive solar-or
'...,ho!e-buitding-design is to capture the

hictonl
,........
.,.

natural environment using elements that
are aiready employed in buildings and to
do so at little or nO increase in construction
or renovation costs. The resulting buildings
are more economicai to maintain, aestheticaUy pleasing, comfortable, and heaithy.
They are light and airy, easier to sell and
rent, and pleasant places to live, study, and
work. Studies have shown that employee
absenteeism is reduced and performance
improves when office buildings incorporate
elements of solar design. Buildings that take
advantage of solar building design are less
dependent on fuel. cost variations and can
maintaIn comfort dur[ng power outages.
They may employ any architectural style
deslied and be of any building type and use
reqUired-single or mUltifamily housing,
institutional. commercial, oFindustiial.
Passive soiar buiidings use a south-facing orientation (north-facing in the southern
hemisphere) and building components (Uke
windows, walls, and floors) to capture the
benefits of the sun for heating and daylighting, and they use natural airflows and ternperatur.e gradients (the difference between
daytime and nighttime temperatures) for
ventilation and cooling. They use landscaping and Qverhangs for shading. In some
climates they may use evaporative cooling
or cooling towers, and 500n, aU climates
may be able to adopt evaporative cooling
technologies because of new research on
desiccant technOlogies (mateiials capable of
removing moisture from the air).
Once the building's energy need is minimized, owners may consider active soiar
thermal for domestic hot water (DHW) and
auxiliary heating and photovoitaics (P\0 for
electricity. EXcess electricity can be fed into
the utility's grid for others to use.
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ASK THE AUTHOR lOIN US ONLINE!
Go online {rom May 10 to 21 CO participate in our UAsktheAuthor"

forum, an interactive {e.ature o{Zoning Practice. Mary-Margaret
leniof will be available to anS~'/2r questions aboutthis article. Go to
the APA website at ~w.'1,'•. pfQnning.Drg and {ollow the links to the Ask
theAuthorsedion_ From lhere, just submit your questJons about
the article using the e-mail link. The author will reply, and Zoning
Practice will post the answers cumulatively on the website {or the
bene{ita{all subscribers. Tnis feature ~':/ill be available (or selected
issues a{2aning Practice at announced times_ After each online
discussion is closed, the anSlvers wTll be saved in an online archive
available through the APA Zoning Practice web pages_

The important message is that solar
building design can not be achieved simply
through "add-ons." The approach discussed
above is integral to the building and needs
to be considered in the predesign stage,
whether for new construction or renovation.
Dire<!: Gain

AbouttheAuthor
Mary-MargaretJenior. AICP, is retired from the Department of
Energy, where shewas responsible forthe development and
management of the passive solar/whole buildings research
program. She represented the U.S. government on the International Energy Agency SoLar Heating and Cooling Programme

Executive Committee. Earlier in her career she was a practicing
planner farthe City of Cincinnati, the USN Trident Program, and
the u.s. Air Force.

nationwide. Even within a given geographic area, microclimate variations must
be taken into account. Design tools such
as ENERGY-l0 and Energy Plus contain
the weather data files for numerous u.s.
locations).

Sun:;pilces

Thermal Storage Wall

Coul't8:SY of DOEli'IREL and the Sustainable Bundlngs Indusll'les Council

6) Direct gain is the most common passive so[arsystem in residential applications.
Sunspace.s provide useful passive solar heating and also provide avaluable amenity to
home.s.A thermal storage waH is an effective passive solar system, especiaUyto provide
nighttime heating_
ELEMENTS OF SOLAR BUILDING DESIGN
Before we see how these ideas can be encOUl-aged through land-use regulations. it is
necessary to understand how to incorporate
solar concepts into buildings. Keep in mind
throughout the follOWing discussion that
solar design is location-specific. We'll begin
with basic solar building design concepts
and technologies.
Latitude. Depending on location, the
height and angle of the sun in the sky (the
azimuth) throughout the year and climate
characteristics (for example, heating and
coating degree days and air-flow patterns)
will establish the basis forthe design of
solar buildings and therefore, solar access
reqUirements. (Specific climate data are
available for numerous weather stations

Energy-efficiency measures. These
measures include proper levels of insulation and glazing type, control ofairinfiltration, properly sized mechanical equipment,
efficient appliances and office eqUipment,
and electric lighting systems and controls.
Daylighting. This refers to the use of
solar radiation captured through the use
of clerestory glazing, sawtooth roof monitors, light shelves (horizontal surfaces over
the windows' exterior that reflect daylight
onto the ceiling and deep into the building),
light tubes, and other means of bringing
light into the building. Studies have shown
that daylight can reduce electric bills 30 to
50 percent. Skylights are commonly used
for daylighting. However, unless they are
designed as an integral part of the building,

they will likely increase the cooling load. Electric lighting controls are integral to the use of
daylighting so that light levels are constant
when people are presen-t and fixtures are not
on when radiation levels are adequate.
Suntempering. For housing and small
nonresidential buildings. suntempering may
be a desirable approach. Suntempering is
accomplished by simply moving more of the
windows to the south and relying on interior
finishes and furnishings for thermal or heat
storage. However, suntempered buildings
will not reduce the use of purchased energy
to the degree that solar buildings will.
Passive solar or whole building design.
Passive solar is the building itself. A passive
solar building makes use of the building's
non mechanical elements and proper orientation to prOVide daylighting; to collect,
store, and distribute solar energy; and to
take advantage of natural cooling. These
buildings have thermal mass to store and
emit heat during times when it is needed
and to lessen the need for air conditioning.
The amount of thermal storage required
is dependent on the area of south-facing
glass. Care must be taken in selecting glazing so that the solar gains from the southern
orientation are maximized. These buildings
also employ means to direct natural airflows
(solar-drive convective air movement) into
the building using such strategies as operable windows. vents at floor level, and wing
walls (walls that project from the building)
to bring air into the building. Additional
ventilation is provided by whole-house fans
and operable clerestory or cupola windows.
Passive solar buildings may also use night
radiation to flush excess heat. This method
involves exposing masonry surfaces to the
cool night sky and insulating these surfaces
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from outside air during the day. As daytime
temperatures rise, the cooler surface acts as
a heat sink for the living space.
An ideal design wi[( orient the major
work, study, and living areas to the south and
minimize the east· and west-facing glass.
Even the type of glazing selected for each
orientation may differ so that solar gains for
south-facing glass are maximized and those
for east- and west-facing glass ai€ minimized.
Passive solar buildings draw upon
at least one of three design strategies to
provide heat: direct gain, sunspaces, and
thermal storage-ofTrombe-'vvaUs. Trombe
walls are giazed, south-facing masonry or
concrete walls with a selective surface that
aids in collecting and storing the soiar radiation. A thermal storage system is often
referred to as an indirect system.

Passive solar buildings depend en
proper giazing-to-storage ratios and properly sized overhangs to avoid overheating
in spring and fall. Because these buiidings
use normal building components to meet
much oftheir heating and cooiing needs,
they require little maintenance. in some
climates. a passive solar home or smaii nonresidential building (e.g., a school or office
building) may not require a central heating
and cooling system-a major cost saving
benefit-and those that do require auxiliary
heating and cooling will use smaller systems
than conventional buildings.
Buildings oho,ooo square feet or
smatler make up the majority of the nonresidential sector. Contrary' to popular
perceptions, smaller commercial, institutional, and industrial buiidings are similar

Passive solar
1

"I

'"

DUllOlngS

araw
I

upon

at ieast one of three
design strategies to
provide heat: direct
gain, sunspaces, and

thermal storage.

to residential buildings in that th-ey do
reqUire heating as well as daylighting, cool·
ing, and ventilation. For larger bu.il~ings.
daylighting is especially imporf:antsince
iight!ng 15 sometimes the bigge....e:t Liser of
energy. rV'lany buildings, regardless of size,
can benefit from using solar to heat and to
preheat ventilation air.
Activ'e solar systems. This refe'rs to the
use of coliedofS, usually located onthe
roof to collect solar radiation to heat·....ater
for domestic uses and pqssibTy, to provide
auxiliary heating in the winter months. The
systems that prOVide both hot water and
heat are often referred to as combisystems.
Some collectors for hot water systems are
freestanding, especially when roof orientation is not ideal. Forthesesystems, gr:eater
solar access is necessary than required for

passive sotar buildings since the collectors
are Hkely to be placed at ground level, Hawaii now requires that all ne\v homes install
solar hot water systems.
Photovoitaic (PVI systems. PV systems
generate electricity. The PV system might
be on the building's roof, integrated into
its overhangs, or provide the skin for the
building's facade or atrium. Distributed
power is a term likely to become part of
our future vocabulary. Distributed power
is PV-generated power that is fed into the
utility's grid. In time. jf enough buildings
generate more power than they need, we
will have less need for additional power
plants.
Ventilation air: For nonresidential buildingslike institutions. industrial facilities,
and 'vvaiehol.ls€s, transpired air collectors

placed on the south side of buildings have
proven to be an effective technique to preheat ventilation air. Transpired collectors are
a dark-colored, perforated facade with a fan,
or the bUilding's e.'l(isting ventilation system
draws air into the building. The air space
between the absorber and the building wall
form a plenum. The solar ener~ absorbed
by the dark absorber and tran;ferred to the
airflowingthough it can preheat intake air
by as much as 40 0 E The absorbers can be
added to or designed as part of the build=
ing's facade. Because of fire code requirements, they may not be appropriClte for
some multistory buildings.
evaporative cooling. This refers to
the use ofa water medium to cool air for
climate control in dry climates. Not all climates require compressors to cool air and
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control humidity inside buildings. Materials that remove moisture from the air are known
as desiccants. Desiccant technologies are evolving and can be integrated into evaporative
systems for use in aU climates.

. +, ... -.. .

,~

Courtesy ofOOE!NREl. and the Sustainable Bulldlngslnduslrles Councll

Q)Above: Forhomes in solar subdivisions, solar access may be provided to the rear, side, or
front yard. Short east-west streets tied into north-south collectors is a good street pattern
for solar access. Below: This subdivision plan from Deventer in the Netherlands shows
how even dense development can be sited protectsolar access.

Local development
controls should
encourage
subdivision layouts
that provide for
maximum eastwest orientation
for residential
and smaller
nonresidential uses.

Geothermal heat pumps. The ground maintains a relatively constant temperature of
50 to 60°F (10 to 16°Q. Thus, the ground temperature is warmer than the air temperature
in winter and cooler in the warm months. Geothermal (or ground-source) heat pumps take
advantage of the earth's constant temperature to heat and cool buildings. Because the system is outside the building. geothermal requires more land area than the other techniques
discussed above.

IMPLICATION FOR LAND-USE CONTROLS
Currently, retatively few communities include provisions in their local development
controls that ensure that environmentat
resources can be used to heat, coot, dayUght. and electrify buildings. The discussion that follows outtines a number of
considerations for subdivision and zoning
standards that would help private developers build and remodet buildings that are
better able to take advantage of access to
solar energy.
Subdivision design
Local development controls should encourage subdivision layouts that provide for
maximum east-west orientation for residential and smaller nonresidential uses. In the
northern hemisphere, major living, work,
and study areas should face south (north
in the southern hemisphere) to the extent
possible. It is easiest to protect solar access in subdivisions having streets that run
east-west or 25 degrees of east-west. Where
streets run north-south. cul-de-sacs or loop
streets help provide for solar access. For
dense development. creative site design is
essential.
Development standards·
Yard and height requirements of zoning
ordinances can be used to ensure solar
access. In an ideal situation. south-facing
glazing should receive four hours of sun
an December 21. That generally means
that there should be no obstruction within
an arc of 60 degrees on either side of true
south. Relatively good solar access will still
occur if the glazing is unshaded within an
arc of 45 degrees. What the horizontal clear
distance needs to be is location-specific
and depends on the height of the subject building of interest and the adjacent
structures. Boulder, Colorado, for example,
includes shadow lengths by height of
building for 10:00 a.m., noon, and 2:00
p.m. on December 21 in its development
code. Properly sized overhangs will shade
the glazing in the summer when the sun is
higher in the sky.
Since not aU tots are large enough to
accommodate optimum solar access, it
is important to assess shading patterns
in establishing compromises on yard re·
quirements. One possible compromise is
a flexible approach to building orientation
and yard requirements when streets run
north-south. With appropriate side yard
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allowances, bUildIngs that are oriented perpendicular to the front
lot line on north-south streets can stiil take advantage of solar
access. [n many cases, there is no reason that the main building
axis needs to face the street and that yard requIrements cannot be
varied to allow for solar access.
Obstacles can reduce not only the amount of solar available
for winter indoor climate control. they can aiso limit daylighting and
radiation falling on active
solar collectors and photovoltaic surfaces. For example, the limbs of
a deciduous tree can reduce solar heat gains in passive solar buildings, 2nd trees On the south side can aU but destroy passive solar
perrormarll::e unless they are close to the building, with the lower
limbs removed so that winter sun can penetrate under the trees
canopies.
'When used piOperly, landscaping can provide for shading and
ventilation. The ideal for shading is the use of deciduous trees to
shade the east, southeast, southwest and \jvest sIdes of the butlding and trellises with deciduous vines to shade the east windows

during the summer months. Evergreens and shrubs co.n be used to
block prevailing. cold wind In the ~vlnter and shade heat-absorbing
paved areas during warm seasonS. Also, Liee:;, fences, and shrubbery can be used to channel summer breezes into the building.
Daylighting design tools such as ENERGY 10, available from the
Sustainable Buildings Industries Council, provide a simplified means
for accounting for select obstacles and can be used to assist in setting yard and landscaping requirements for planned developments.
More adequate algorithms fortools such as EnergyPlus are emerging. Planning agencies may wish to draw upon the skills of energy
analysts to help them establish yard and landscaping requirements
where unique site conditions exist.
Paved surfaces such as driveways, walks, and patios can reflect heat and glare 1nto buildings through gtazings. Development
standards should encourage impervious surfaces to be located and
designed to minimize these effects.
Because solai building design requires operable windows for
ventiiation, the location of off-street p<lrking is tmportant Large
parkIng facilities can be a detriment to indoor air quality ifvehicle
exhaust is allowed to enter the buiiding through wlndovv'5 or vents.
Development standards should keep parking areas away from operable windows and vents and ensure that these areas are iocated so
that prevailing breezes do not carry exhaust into buIldings.
Communities may wish to consider the use of overlay' zones or
planned unit development restrictions to ensure that solar access is
adequate. !n some instances, it might be possible to apply the principles of form-based codes, although that option needs careful study
to determine if it would be feasible.
Aesthetics need not be an issue in solar building design.
There is sometimes a preconceived belief that buildings designed
Oi ienov8ted to use solar are "odd" in appearance. This is a misperception. Collectors needed for active sotar systems can be roofintegrated and the photovolta1c systems can function as the skin of
the building, as roof shingles or standing seam roofing, as glazing
for atria and covered walkways, Or be integiated into building overhangs or awnings. As for passive soiar buildings, they can be of
any architectural style. There are no speciai panels or other special
details that announce that a building is passive soiar. Ail its components or elements are designed as an integral whole beginning at
the predesign stage.

(Qun:~sy ofDO~!NREl. CredIt-Ron )udkol'f
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As more jurisdictions reference HERS
Home Energy Rating Systems) or LEED (Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design) in
their building codes, they will need to ascertain
the extent to which their modified building codes
are in agreement with their land-use controls.
CONCLUSIONS

The land-use control considerations outlined above not only are essential to provide forfuture energy needs and as means

to limit global-warming emissions, they
need to be looked at as a way to improve
the local (Le., micro) balance of payments.
When less money goes to remote power
companies, more afthat money can remain

in the local economy_ And the adoption
and enforcement of solar access controls
provide the proper environment for the
creation of new job skills and employment
options for residents. According to a study
by the University of California, Berkeley,
as many as 1.9 million jobs can be cre-

ated by 2020. The American Solar Energy
Society's study projects 4.5 million jobs by
2030

across all regions and sectors of the

economy. with the largest growth occurring
in construction. farming, and professional

example, Denver's requirements and those
of Evergreen, Colorado, which is at a higher
elevation, will have different provisions.
Some communities have encouraged
the use of easements to protect solar access. While these legal mechanisms will
work, it is more efficient and beneficial to
have requirements that apply to all properties. For a community to reduce its demand
for energy, greater benefit will occur when
all development and renovation decisions
recognize and provide for solar access. This
statement is also true in southern climates.
Contrary to standard belief, even communities in places like Aorida and Arizona can
benefit by developing land-use controls that
require solar access for the building, as well
as forthe solar hot water and PV panels. In
the sunny Southern states the peak energy
demand is dUring wintertime cold spells, not
during summer heat waves as in the North.

Rnatly, as more jurisdictions reference
HERS (Home Energy Rating Systems) or LEED

. (Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design) in their building codes, they will
need to ascertain the extent to which their
modified building codes are in agreement
with their land·use controls.
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-he~ti~g~" Jri~WhClle Build{ng Design
G'Uf.de.,~~~~dg.~0~i~esource5/
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services. After aU, like energy management,

economic development is also an integral
part of local planning.

Unfortunately, few cities orcounties
have recognized the need for solar access

requirements. For those that have, the
steps taken tend to be very limited. Most

cities and counties have limited the focus to
subdivision regulations, and have not recognized the need to also adjust zoning standards. Even existing development can use
whole-building solar design concepts when

Oberlin College's Adam Joseph lewis Center for Environmental Studies has 4,682 square
feet of photovoltaic panels, closed-loop geothermaL wells that provide heating and
cooling, daylighting, and an engineered wastewater treatment system modeled on natural
wetland ecosystems. Photo by Robb Williamson: www.williamsonimages.com. Design
concept by lisa Barton.
VOL 27. NO.4
Zoning Practice is a monthly publication of the American Planning Association. Subscriptions are
avaHabte for $85 (U.S.) and S110 (foreign). W. Paul Farmer, FAICP, Executive Director; William R. Klein,
AlCP, Director of Research

renovating. Thus. development standards
need to provide for solar design options in

Zoning Practice (ISSN 1548-0135) is produced atAPA.jim Schwab, AICP, and David Morley, AlCP, Editors;
Julie Von Bergen, Assistant Editor; Lisa Barton, Design and Production.

developed areas. Because solar design is
location·specific, no community's standards
should be exactly the same as another's,
though all need to address the factors out·
lined above. Further, even in a given geo·
graphical region, there will need to be differences in the specifics of a standard. For
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PRACTICE SOLAR ACCESS

Balancing the Solar Accec.s Equatiun
By Gail Feldman and Dan lv1arks,

AICP

States, cities, and counties across the country are moving quickly to improve the
r.l
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and existing buildings.

Will solar paneis on every rooftop replace the
white picket fence as the icon of the American
dream? That may depend on how welt planners
develop policies and pennitting processes that
encourage solar energy systems and at the

same time mitigate inevitable conflicts, such as
when policies that protec.ttrees or encourage
higher density development intert'ei€ with sun

o

light access. This article explores the growing
trend to introduce solar Energy iii communities

and how planners may need to guide land-use
policy development to avoid unintended consequences.
SOL4.R ENERGY SYSTEM BASICS

The most common sotartechnologies used on
buildings in the United States are sol<:::- photovoltalc (PVj panels that generate electricity
and solar thermal systems that heat water or
air. Solar PV produces electricity through the
conversion of direct sunlight. The semiconductor materials in the PV cell interact with the
sunlight to generate electric current.
The most electricity is produced when
the sun's rays are directly perpendicular to the
PV panels. Since PV only works with slln!ight.
most systems are wilnected to the utility grid
to guarantee around-the-ciock electricity. The
orientation of a PV system affects its performance; usually the best location is on a southfacing roof. Rat roofs allow the panels to be
tilted toward the optimal direction.
PV systems "Nork best without any obstructions from trees or stmctures. Because
the sun may be higher in the summer or lower
in winter, a placement of the PV invoives an
assessment of these factors. In any specific
location, as the surface area of a PV system
exposed to sunlight increases, the amount of
electridty produced also increases. Depending

on site conditions and economic constraints,
residential-scale PV systems can. range from
100 to 1,000 square feet.
Solar thermal systems use the sun to
heat water or heat-transferring fluids, and each
system is comprised of two parts: a sotar collector (oaneD and a storage tank. Systems that
use active solar require th~ us~ of ~tectricity for
pumps and circulation and require flat-pane!
collector's sfrnflax to PV. Passive solar water
heaters have no electrical components and
rely on direct sun heating the collector panel.
Storage tanks have now been developed to be
recessed in into the roof, so they are not seen
above the roofline. Solar cotlectors for solar
thermalsystems'require less surface area than
PV systems. !n locations receiving an average
amount of 5unHght, flat-pane! collectors require
approximately one-half to one square foot of
surface area per gaUon of daily hot water use.

INCENTIVES FOR SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS

According to the Interstate Renewable Energy
Council, Incentive Programs and Tax Credits
resulted in over 26,000 ne'y" solar installations natianaHy in 2007. AU but a handful of
states now have incentive programs to add
solar photovottaic (PV) systems to residentiai
or nonresidential buildings. These incentives
range from $1 to $5 per kilowatt produced.
Congress reauthorized the Renewable Energy
Tax Credit in 2008 and increased the deduction
to 30 percent of the cost of instaUation beginning in 2009. This makes solar substantia.lly
more cost-effective by providing an income
tax deduction that, for an average $30,000
residential installation, wouid be $8,000 to
$10,000 in a tax year.
Cities in northern California recorded
more than 11.,500 new solar PV systems beDNeen 1998 and 2007. with many of these
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installed in suburban communities and bigger
cities. OVerthe last few years, the states of
New Jersey, Nevada, and Colorado significantly
increased PV generation because of state requirements for major utilities to include greater
percentages of solar in their portfolios and
rebate programs for commercial and residential
buildings.
Many local govemments now have renewable energy loan programs, and the numbers
are expected to increase as more utilities and
cities implement programs as part of their overall climate change plans. These programs typicalty have loan repayment times of betlNeen
10 and 30 years, through utility bilt savings or
property!ax bills.
INCENTIVES FOR INSTALLATION

Examples of loan programs that provide financial incentives to lower the upfront cost for
the installation of renewable energy systems,
particularly solar, are briefly highlighted below.
A comprehensive listing of incentive programs
can be found through the Database of State Initiatives for Renewables and Efficiency (DS1RE),
a website developed by North carolina State
University.
New York
The New York State Energy Resource and Development Authority offers the Energy Smart loan
Fund program, which provides an interest rate
reduction off a participating lender's normal
loan interest rate for a term up to 10 years on
certain energy-efficiency improvements or
renewable technology loans. The interest rate
reduction for most of the state is up to four
percent. Utility customers may be eligible to
receive an interest rate reduction up to 6.5
percent off a participating lender's normal mar-

ket rate. This program is funded by utility rates
through a special benefits charge.

Local Leaders
Berkeley, Califomia, has recently established
a Sustainable Energy Financing District that
leverages private financing through bonds that
fund solar photovoltaic systems for residential
and commercial properties any.Nhere in the
city. The bonds are repaid by a special tax that
is added to the property tax bill of the participating property owner. While still in a small pilot phase of 40 installations, the pr,ogram could
atlow up to 4,000 installations if expanded
to the total bonding authority of $80 million.
Boulder County in Colorado and the cities of
San Diego and San Francisco are in the process
of developing similar financing programs.
Palm Desert, california. has issued $2.5
million in solar energy and energy efficiency
loans through contractual assessments on
properties. This is one offew cities that has
used its general fund surplus to finance private
energy improvements. The city wiH earn seven

percent interest on its investment for the
20-year assessment term.
Florida has at least two programs that
provide financing. Tallahassee, through its
municipal utility, offers loans of up to $20,000
at five percent interest to install solar photovoltaic systems. The Orlando Utilities Commission
also has a loan program for its customers and
wi\! provide up to $15,000, which can be repaid
through monthly utility biHs with interest rates
from tlNo percent to 5.5 percent.
STATE AND LOCAL SOLAR ACCESS
PROTECTIONS

The development of rights to solar access
has basis in English common law. Ajudicially
established doctrine of "'ancient lights" provides that if a landowner had received sunlight
across adjoining property for a specified period
of time. the landowner was entitled to continue
to receive unobstructed access to sunlight access across the adjoining property. The first
state laws that specifically addressed access
for operation of solar energy equipment were
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introduced in the 19705. While not comprehen·
sive, the types of legal protections that devel·
oped include solar easements, solar shade
prohibitions. and preemption of aesthetic
controls for solar installations.
Solar Easements

Many states have enabled the use of solar ease·
ments to protect ambient lighting as well as Ught
access for solar energy equipment.. This type of
easement is a private agreement between property owners that guarantees access to sunlight.
Most solar easements are recorded as deed
restrictions that run with the land. and procedures for relinquishing easements are generally
set forth in state la'..v'. Some owners of residentiat solar energy systems use these easements
to restrict any new construction or tree planting
which could block light access to sunlight.
Among the many states with provisions
for such easements are Alaska, Colorado,
Idaho, Kansas, Ma.ine. Montana, Rhode Island.
and Virginia. Many of these laws were adopted
as early as the 1970S and do r;ot necessarily relate specificaliy to solar energy systems. Most
recently the State of NeH' Jersey (Nj Statute
46:3.24) enacted laws specially allOWing solar
easements forthe purpose of exposure for a
solar energy device.
Solar Access Protections
Some recent state laws go milch further than
voluntary' easements. The California Solar
Shade Control Act of i979 as originally di'afted
prohibited shading of soiar cotiectors that occurs due to tree growth after the solar system
was installed. Under the law, no more than 10
percent of the collector can be shaded between
10 a.m. and 2- p.m. The 1979 law also included
minimum location standards for the solar collectors. requiring that they be five feet from the
propert'lline and 10 feet ftom the ground.
California's law .....'as amend@d in 2008 to
address issues that stemmed from a court case
discussed later in this article. These changes
included an exemption to the act if the trees and
shrubs were planted prior to the installation of
the solar collector. The definition of solar collector~las changed to in dude dl"'vices installed on
the ground. Additionaltythe legislation changed
a vioiation from a public nuisance violation to a
private nuisance. in other words, underthe revisions, enforcement of the law is now a matter
between private parties, ratherthan a jurisdiction treating the matter as a public nuisance and
acting to enforcl'" the law.

Wisconsin law (Stat. § 700-41) allows for
compensation when a solar ene.r'6{ system
is shaded by development on an adjacent
property, regardless of whether an easement
was granted by the adjacent property owner.
Another Wisconsin law (Stat. § 844.22) also
states that any structure or vegetative growth
that occurs after the instal!ation of a solar or
'irviiid energy system and interferes with its
function is considered to be a private nuisance.
New Mexico's Solar Recordation Act allows a property owner with a solar energy
system to record an easem ent for sun access,
defined by the statute as 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on
the winter solstice. While an adjacent property
ownerwil! be notified of the intent to record an
easement, permission from the adjac.ent owner
is not required. Under this la....., solar e.asements run with the land and may be bought
and sold. If an adjacent project shades the system by more than 10 percent, the owner of the
project must purchase the solar easement right
and extingUish it (NMSA 47-3-6 to 47-3-12).
At the loc.allevel. the County of Santa
Cruz, Catifomia, has established strong sclar
access protection in its ordinances. It states
that impacts on a solar collector "shall be mit!-

ized commercial districts have no guaranteed
protections unless the property has a solar
access permit. Solar siting requirements for all
planned unit developments and subdivisions
are required to ensure that roof surfaces can
support 75 square feet of solar coUectors for
each dwelling unit.
Several other local jurisdictions have
adopted guidelines or requirements for solar
access in new residential subdivisions.

gated to the maximum extent feasible during
the view of any permit to construct a building"
(12.::?:8.040, Santa Cruz Building Regulations).
The City of Boulder, Colorado, has strong
protections for solar access for the purpose
of generating electricity and has divided the
city into solar access areas based on zoning.
This ordinance provides broad protections in
less dense residential neighborhoods. Urban-

SOLAR CONFliCTS

Preemptions of loa.l Design Standards
States that have addressed solar access have
generaiiy adopted taws preempting local zon°
ingthat might limit the instaiiation of these
devices based on aesthetic or other grounds.
Many of these same laws also preempt private
conditions. covenants, and restrictions that
might limit a property owner's ability to install
a system.
For example, (aUfornia's Solar Rights :'I.,ct
(AB 2473) of2004 prohibits provisions in local
ordinances that create unreasonable barriers to
the installation of solar energy systems, includ·
ing design standards for solar installations. The
law only allows local jurisdictions to require
improvements for aesthetic purposes if the
cost is ll"'sS than $2,000.

As one northern California newspaper framed
a recent court case pitting the owner of a small
grove of redwood trees and a neighboring
property's solar PV system: "It can come down
to a clash of cherished green values." The state
law as wiitten at the time placed higher value
on the production of a solar energy system. The
conflict grew when the two Sunnyvale property
ZONINGPRACTICE 4.•0
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owners could not mediate successfully, and
the district attorney filed the case as a criminal violation. The defendants in the case are
quoted saying, "We are the first citizens in the
state of California to be convicted of a crime for
growing redwood trees."
The violation under the California Solar
Shade Control Act identified the trees as a
public nuisance (as misdemeanor) with a

CONSIDERATIONS FOR PLANNERS

$1,ooo-per-day fine. However, in the final court
ruling the judge determined that only two of
the six trees required pruning or removal due to
the shade obstruction.
In contrast, a few years ear(ierthe Santa
Clara County Court ruled that the trees at a
home in another case were not the cause of a
shading problem under the law. The trees at
issue were on the property of the (ocal government, which was exempt from the law.
In a 1982 case considered bytheWisconsin Supreme Court, the owner of a solar system
sought relief from the construction of a residence that obstructed sunlight to his property.
The court found in the favor of plaintiff, stating
that the construction was a private nuisance,
and remanded the case to a lower court. Immediately preceding the hearing, the state legislature enacted a law (WI Statute 700.41) to allow
an owner of an active or passive solar energy
system or a wind energy system to receive compensation for an obstruction of solar energy
by a structure outside a neighbor'S building
envelope as defined by the zoning restrictions
in effect at the time the solar collector or wind
energy system was installed.

will become more common. Few state or local
laws have addressed those potential conflicts.
At first, it may seem that encouraging
solar energy systems that produce clean, local
energy should be a very high priority, perhaps
even preempting an adjacent property owner's
right to build in ways that would affect an existing or potential solar system. However, we
would caution that, even in the case of greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reductions, maintaining access to solar energy may not always
be the most effective strategy.
Ten trees absorb about 0.25 tons of C02
per year, and a 300-square-foot solar array
[solar panels} can save about three tons of GHG
emissions. For comparison, a transit-oriented
development (TOO) with a hundred units is
estimated to save over 500 tons per year of
GHG from reduction in auto use alone. From a
GHG benefit point of view, the importance of
promotingtransit·oriented development cannot be overstated.
Ensuringthat solar access protection
regulations do not inadvertently prevent or discourage TOO is an important but complicated
issue. To illustrate, Berkeley is a densely built

To date, most state laws have focused on
removing barriers to the instaUation of solar
systems or have been permissive in allowing
property owners to enter into solar access
easements. As solar instaUations become
more common-especially in urban areas-the
potential for one neighbor to shade another's
solar panels will occur more often and conflicts

community blessed with some of the best transit in the Bay Area. New transit-oriented development will generatly occur along major transit
corridors and in downtown. However, these
transit corridors are immediately adjacent to
much lower density residential neighborhoods.
In that way, Berkeley is typical of older
cities. The city's General Plan calls for higher
density development along these transit boulevards, which invariably means four- and fivestory buildings up against neighborhoods with
one- and !:'No-story homes. Despite city policy,
almost every new higher density residential
or mixed use building is bitterly fought by the
adjacent neighborhood. As in most communities, the residents of neighborhoods near
these corridors are concemed with the traffic.
parking, noise, privacy, and other impacts of a
higher density, bulkier residential or mixed use
project backing up to their neighborhood.
IneVitably, the issues around new construction and solar access will be tested.
While Berkeley does not currently have any
local ordinances specifically protecting solar
energy systems. it does have a solar access
ordinance. The current regulations are related
to the impacts tree groVv'th may have on the
loss of sunlight to homes and are meant as a
tool to address neighbor disputes. The law sets
forth a process for resolving such disputes,
beginning with voluntary mediation or arbitration followed by litigation However, no specific
standards are set forth in the ordinance.
Berkeley also requires that the shading
impacts on adjacent homes from new develop·
ment be evaluated, but has no set standards
for addressing those impacts. As the city considers the policy issues around solar access. it
must also consider the likelihood that an ordinance protecting solar photovoltaic systems
could easily give ammunition to those opposed
to taller, more intense buildings in general.
If an ordinance establishes a strong right
to solar access. or requires very high costs to
mitigate impacts on existing or potential solar
installations, such ordinances could discourage, delay, or prevent higher density transitoriented development. Consider the potential
conflict created by solar access ordinance in a
downtown district that permits tall structures.
If one low-rise commercial building puts a solar
array on,its roof, what happens when a taller
bUilding is proposed next door that would
shade that panel? How do you value one property owner's access to the sun in relation to the
benefits of a taller building that would reduce
ZONINGPRACTICE 4.0'
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The fundamental goal of ail zoning is to try and
ensure that one owner's use of property does
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owners' enjoyment of their property.
or eliminate that accesS but lead to significant
reductions in vehicle miles traveled?
Communities cOilsiderlng a local solar
access ordinance need to consider the foUo'vving issues:

• Who is entitled to solar access?
• Does the local government have to playa
role in protecting access?
• How should communities place a value on

access?

Solar Access Entitlement
Is there an entitlement to solar access? Soiar access is one more element to consider in the bundle of property rights that is the basis of land·
use lawo The fundamental goal of all zoning is to
try and ensure that one owner's use of property
does not have a significant detrimental impact
on other owners' enjoyment of their pfOperty~ A
property" O'vvner does not have an absolute right
to use property as he likes. Land-use attomeys
talk about the bundle of rights that comes with
property ownership, and those rights can be
modified by local governments for the health,
safety, and welfare of the community.
In Berkeley. as in every developed commUiiit'f, there is little agreement as to how much
regulation of private piopeity" is acceptable. Is
one person entitled to add a second fioorto his
home ifit will shade the bedroom of his neigh·
bor, or block his neighbor's panoramic views?
These are fundamental zoning questions. Any
solar access ordinance must decide whether
access is a "right" that any property owner has.
and it riliJst state the degiee to Which that right
may be impinged by the actions of his neighbor~
In an urban setting, establishing any absolute
right to soiar access would dearly be counterproductive relative to other policy goais.
Hands-on or Hands-off
There is no reason why local government must
define the terms of the solar access debate. It
c~n, as several states and localities have done,
decide that while theie may be some level of
solar access right, the impac;ttnat one property
owner has on another and any compensation
due as a result of that impact is a matter to be
worked out between property owners. If owners
fat! to resolve their differences, the civil courts

become the venue for makJngthese determinations. Other states have allowed property owners to enter into private easements, and allow
this matter to be addressed solely as a contractual matter between private property owners.
While this is certainly one approach,
the courts are not generallY considered the
best place for resolVing poncy issues. The
costs of private litigation can be very high and
require years to resolve. Courts int2rpret and
apply laws to the facts of a specific case. The
legislature or city council is where competing
policy objectives can be evaluated. Vague and

mine the degree of compensation for such a
toss? !fthat access is partially impaired, how
does one measure the value of that impairment?
Cities constantly face the claim that the
actions of one property owner wiii reduce the
property value of a neighbor. Local govemments have traditionally stayed away from
trying to place a value on the impact afone
neighbor'S action on another's, so long as each
property owner operates under a consistent underlying set of zoning regulations that apply to
everyone. By establishing ground rules, it may
be possible for local governments to set the
framework for private negotiation, or it could
embroil the government in a long, unproductive refereeing of solar rights determinations.
At this time, we find little evidence that local
or state governments have sought to address
the confl!cting policy goals of solar energy generation and shading by nearby higher density
deveiopment. The New Mexico taw allo'vving for
recordation of solar easements may have taken
this issue into partial account by not allowing
an easement to be recorded against a property
where the permitted development is taller than
of36 feet However, local ordinances imple·
menting this law can preempt this provision.
Given the potentia.l impacts of solar access disputes en future development. state
and local govemments may v.antto establish
gUldeilnes for addressing situations Where 50'
lar access is affected by adjacent development.
Communities considering such guidelines
should pay attention to the follOWing variables:

The potential for an e.ffective solar installati:m. !s backyard shading as important as

unclear policies can result in interpretations of
law that seem contrarvto the intent of the law
or result in unintended consequences counter
to the under.ying potie,! direction.
Regulating the impacts of one neighbor on
another is exactly what zoning ordinances are
intended to accomplish. The drnfting of zoning
ordinances allows ror public policy objectives to
be openly discussed and for reasonable compromises to be made through a public process. In
regard to solar access, there are certainly competing public policy objectives. such as a desire
to maximize the local ge!'le~tion and use of solar
energ"y'that is potentially in confHctwith the desire to maximize development near transit
Placing Value on Solar Access
Should solar impairment be considered compensable, and how does a community deter-

foof shading? Is the roof orientation conducive
to soiarpower, and how much of the fOOtiS
effectively available?
The existing site conditions. Do trees or
other existing structures already shade potential solar locations?

The time ofyear and the time ofimpact.
Is shade in December more detrimental to the
operation of the system than sha.de in June?
Is a 20 percent loss at 3 p.m. for an hour at
midwinter considered compensable relative to
a 30 percent loss for two hours at 9 a.m. in the
summer? How do variations in system size affect
this determination? Various state and local laws
have established 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on the winter
solstice as the threshold for considering when a
shadOWing impact is occurring. Under the state
and local access laws where a time of day or
year are established, these times are thresholds
below which no impact is assumed to occur, and
above which an impact is assumed to occur.
ZONiNGPRACTiCE 4.09

However, the degree of impact and any compensation due are a matter for private negotiation.
As a threshold for private party negotiation,
such general determinations may be adequate.
However, significant additional analysis would
be needed if local govemments wanted to p~o
vide guidelines for resolving disputes.
'The percentage ofimpairment. How much
of an existing or potential solar array would be
in shadow and for how long? Ten percent at the
assigned hour (see above) is a commonly established threshold for solar access impact. Similar
to time of year and day, 10 percent may be a
reasonable threshold for establishing when there
is an impact for purposes of private negotiations,
but this guideline is not sufficient ifgovemment
wants to assist in resolving solar access disputes.
The type o{lnstallation. Some types of
installations (e.g., a water heating system) may
be more feasible in any given situation than
another (e.g., solar power generation).
An additional critical issue is howto
value potential solar energy relative to an
existing solar array. This carries the compensability question to a much more concrete
level. If someone has invested in a solar array
for whatever purpose, the impacts of an adjacent property owner shading that array has
a measurable and immediate impact. Again,
we would argue that leaving this solely to
private dispute resolution or establishingvery
high values on solar access may be counter
to other policy goals. However, making one
property owner responsible for compensating
another's reduction in direct income seems an
appropriate subject for an ordinance addressing solar access.
As with other ordinances related to compensation, government should probably seek
to make determinations of compensation a
private negotiation between property owners,
bringing government into the picture only in
the last resort when private agreement cannot
be reached. However, because solar installations have a measurable cost and measurable
returns on that investment, and there is usually
data on the productivity of the system, there
is much more concrete evidence to assist local
governments in arbitrating between property
owners. It can be expected that initial efforts to
resolve these differences will be challenging as
governments wrestle with the many variables
that need to be considered, such as how to
value energy over time or how to amortize the
investment in a solar array. However, these
determinations should become easier as there
is a sufficient record of cases.

ADDITiONAL RESOURCES

Database of State Incentives for Renwables & Efficiency (DSIRE): www.
dsireusa.org.
Sherwood,larry. 2008. U.s. Solar Trends
Market2oo7. Latham, N.Y.: lnterstate
Renewable Energy Council (www.irecusa.org).
National Renewable Ene~gy Laboratory,
Department of Energy: www.nrel.gov.

CONCLUSIONS

The discussion above has focused on the
trade-ofts associated with tallertransit-oriented development that shades potential solar
access in adjacent neighborhoods. In that
context, the trade·ofts between preserving
solar access and encouraging TOD are fairly
clear. Based solely on a GHG assessment of
relative benefit, TOD clearly should not be
hostage to solar access protection. The benefit/cost equation is less obvious in a residential neighborhood context when one neighbor
simply wants to build a taller house adjacentto a shorter neighbor. Solar access could be
one more weapon in the never-ending neighborwars that occur in some communi~ies as
people seek to preserve the perceived character of their neighborhood or simply don't want
a taller building next to their home. Under a
poorly worded solar protection ordinance,
putting solar panels on a home could become
a way of preventing a neighbor from adding a
second story addition in a situation where it
would otherwise be allowed. AU of the issues
described above need to be fully considered
in an ordinance in any community, whether
higher density development is part of the picture or not.

business where th ey were in a labor dispute.
The sign code prohibits "balloon signs or other
inflated signs (except grand opening signs) ...
displayed forthe purpose of attracting the attention of pedestrians and motorists." Apolice
officer warned the protestors to deflate the rat,
but found it was reinflated when he returned an
hour later and issued a summons. The union
official was ultimately found in violation ofthe
sign code and fined. The state's highest court
set aside the conviction and held the sign code
violates the First Amendment. The sidewalk is
a traditional public forum where the government's ability to restrict expressive activity is
very limited. The sign code is content-based
because the sign code prohibits the union from
displaying a rat balloon while allowing balloons as part ofa grand opening. The township
lacked a compelling governmental interest that
justified the restriction. State v. Wayne DeAngelo, Supreme Court of New Jersey [highest courtl,
Decided February 5, 2009, Case No. A-73.

Lora Lucero is editor of Planning & Environ.
mental law and staffliaison to APA's Amicus
Curiae Committee.

Photo courtesy of groSolar. groSolar.com.
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By Lora Lucera, AICP
In February, the Supreme Court of New Jersey
concluded a township's sign code prohibiting
a union from displaying a lo-foot-tall inflatable
rat violates the First Amendment. "The rat has
long been a symbol of labor unrest" and, as
part of a labor protest, the union displayed
the rat balloon on the sidewalkin front of the
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Small Wind Farms Projects less than 5MW -XXXX Township
DEFINITIONS:
Accessory Structures: Structures such as sheds, storage sheds, pool houses, unattached
garages, and barns.
Anemometer: An instrument that measures the force and direction of the wind.
Clear Fall Zone: An area surrounding the wind turbine unit into which the turbine and -or turbine
components might fall due to inclement weather, poor maintenance, faulty construction methods,
or any other condition causing turbine failure that shall remain unobstructed and confined within the
property lines of the primary parcel where the turbine is located. The purpose being that if the
turbine should fall or otherwise become damaged, the falling structure will be confined to the
primary parcel and will not fall onto dwellings, any inhabited buildings, and will not intrude onto a
neighboring property.
Cowling: A streamlined removable FRetal tRat seveFS cover that encloses the turbine's nacelle.
Decibel: A unit of relative loudness equal to ten times the common logarithm of the ratio of two
readings. For sound, the decibel scale runs from zero for the least perceptible sound to 130 for
sound that causes pain.
Nacelle: A seraaFate stl'€aFRliRea FRetal eRsles~1'€ tRa! seveFS Sits atop the tower and contains
the essential mechanical components of the turbine to which the rotor is attached. '
Primary Structure. For each property, the structure that one or more persons occupy the majority
of time on that property for either business or personal reasons. Primary structures include
structures such as residences, commercial buildings, hospitals, and day care facilities. Primary
structures exclude structures such as hunting sheds, storage sheds, pool houses, unattached
garages, and barns.
Professional Engineer. A qualified individual who is licensed as a Professional Engineer in the
State of Ohio.
Megawatt IMWl: A unit of power, equal to one million watts.
Small Wind Project: Any wind project less than 5MW which includes the wind turbine
generator and anemometer.
Wind Power Turbine Owner. The person or persons who owns the Wind Turbine structure.
Wind Power Turbine Tower. The support structure to which the turbine and rotor are attached.
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~·Vifid Power Turbine

Tower Height. The distance from the rotor blade at its highest point to the
top surface of the ground at the Wind Power Generating Facility (v'v'PGF) foundation,

Section XXXX Small \AJind Proiects ~ less than 5MW

Wind Projects ~ of 5MW or more shaii be required to submit an application with the Ohio
Power Siting Board (OPS8) at the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (PUCO) and are required to
meet OPS8 regulations. Small \AJind Projects Farms less t'1an 5MVV and used solely for
Agriculture will be exempt from these zoning regulations as an Agriculiural Use. Any proposed
construction, erection, or siting of a sma!! wind project faFIIlless that 5MW Including the wind
iurbine generator or anemometer or any parts t1ereof shall be a Permitted Use in a!! XJOCX
Townshio Zonina Districts tRe U 1, 8, aRa M QistFi6ts aRa ey iss~aR6e 6f a COREiitional Use
Permit In 'the R D~trl6ts enly if the following conditions are met (both as Permitted and Conditional
Use):
A. The maximum height of any turbine shall be 125 ft For purposes of this
Resoiuiion, maximum height shall be considered the total height of the turbine
system inciuding the tower, and the maximum vertical height of the turbine's
blades, Maximum height therefore shall be calculated by measuring the iength of
- --0-" -_..:............ ,,""'..+:........ 1 ..,..... ~+i ........, +" +h.o h'=l~o nf the tf\\AlQf
i:1
fJl ~ dL IlldJi"llllUIII Vt:;IUwC;IIIV~Q~IVII ~v Ulv ""............ v, ~, ..... ~ ..... 'i ......

B. Setbacks: the following shall apply in regards to setbacks.
1. Any turbine erected on a parcel of iand shaii be setback 1.1 times the height of
the tower, or established "clear fa!! zone", from all road right-of-way lines and
- - -----'--- ,"--s.L_··_.L··~-_ -- ...... 11 ...... ......
h .... hlo!·o...l ~+Fl:I~+IIF
R
ne 'lg'n'oor'lng properlY
1If1~~. *lIt1cttllt::::i , dO ht::l1 dO alii ""'OU,,...."" ........,... ~ u4
tAe ~aF6ei iRteREleEl foF tRe t~F13iRe, A turbine shaii '....iil Reea ia be erected and
placed in such a manner that if it were to faU, whatever direction the fall occurs
wouid be contained solely On the property wheie the tUibine is located at. and
WO~!A Rat stFike aRy sIF~6t~FeS iR6!~E1iR§! tRe !'lAmal)' E1weiiin§, aRa aRy
11 : ...

C. Maintenance

1. \Nina turbines must be maintained in good vv'orking order. The owner shall
within 30 days of permanentiy ceasing operation of a wind turbine, teweF;
provide written notice of abandonment to the Zoning Inspector. An unused
teweF wind turbine or small wind pioject farm may stand no longer t1an 12
months following abandonment. All costs associated with the demolition qf the
wind turbine t&.ver and associated equipment shall be borne by the owner. A
wind turbine teweF is considered abandoned when it ceases transmission of
electricity for 30 consecutive days, Wind turbines that become inoperabie for
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more than 12 ~ months must be removed by the owner within thirty (30) days
of issuance of zoning violation. Removal includes removal of all apparatuses,
supports, and or other hardware associated with the existing wind turbine.
D. Decibel Levels
1. Decibel levels shall not exceed those provided by the manufacturer as
requested in II Permits, 2., e. ,'III tlRils sRall operate Rot more tRaR § aeeisels
aso\'e tRe estaslisRea amsieRt aeeisellevels at propert)' IiRes. TRis iRformatioR
sRall se iReltiaea iR tRe eR!!iReeriR!! report aeserisea selow iR SeetioR II of tRis
aOetimeRt. TRis iRfoFFAatioR sRall se ostaiRea frem the maRtifaettirer of tRe
ttirsiRe, aRa all aeeisel reaaiR!!s, if Reeessary, sRall se takeR from tRe Rearest
Rei!!RsoriR!! preperty IiRes. TRose ltIrsiRes Rot meetiR!!tRis retltliremeRt will se
isstlea a ZORiR!! violalioR aRa Be retltlireEiIo SRtlt E10wR immeaiately tlRtiitRe
retltlirea E1eeisellevels are met.
Township should consider adding: Decibel levels shall not exceed 30 dB
(as determined by the Township) at any adjoining property line.

E. Wiring and electrical apparatuses:
1. All wires and electrical apparatuses associated with the operation of a wind
turbine unit shall be located underground and meet all applicable local, state,
and federal codes including the County Building Regulations and Residential
Building Code of Ohio.
F.

Warning Signs:
1. Appropriate warning signs to address voitage shall be posted (where and
meeting sign requirements).

G. Building Permits:
1. All Small Wind Projects ~ and parts thereof shall obtain all applicable
Building Permits from the State of Ohio and County Building Regulations where
required.
II.

Permits

A. A permit shall be required before construction can commence on an individual
wind turbine project system.
B. As part of the permit process, the applicant shall inquire with the County Building
Regulations as to whether or not additional height restrictions are applicable due
to the unit's location in relation to any local airports.
C. Applicant shall then provide the Township Zoning Inspector with the following
items and or information when applying for a permit:
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1. Location of all public and private airports in reiation to the location of the wind
turbine.
D, AR eRgiReeFiRg report that shows:
a. The total size and height of the unit
b. If applicable; the total size and depth of the unit's foundation structure
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c. A list and or depiction of a!! safety measures that will be on the unit including
antj~climb devices, giOunding devices, and lightning protection, braking
systems, guy wiring & anchors.
d. Daia specifying the kilowatt size and gensiating capacity in kilc\'/atts of the
particular unit.
e. The maximum decibelleve[ of the particulai unit. This information shall
fffi!Sl be obtained from the manufacturer of the turbine unit.

f. AmsieR! Reise levels at !lFOpeFiy HRes.
g. Hazardous materials containment and disposal plan.
2. A site drawing showing the location of the unit in relation to existing structures
on the property, roads and other pub!lc right-af-ways, and neighboring
property iines pFOperties.
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;;ciearfaii zone." '/litA maAl:Jfaetl:JFCFS FeCOffifflOFIdatisnllltist be attached to the
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4. A maintenance schedule as weii as adismantling pian that outlines how the
unit wi!! be dismantled shall be required as part of the permit.
OtReF items feF GeAsiEieFatiefi:
CeleF
Conditions for-c3usc40r removal for broken parts, disrepair, cts.
Liasili~ iRSHFaRSe Re~HiFOmeAi

